“LAW AND JUDICIAL REMEDIES: CIVIL LAW, COMPARATIVE LAW, ROMAN LAW”

The PhD program has two specific paths:
1) JUDICIAL REMEDIES, MANAGEMENT AND COMPANY LAW
The path aims at educating the student in managing complex legal issues with an
interdisciplinary approach, from both a substantive and a procedural legal
perspective, taking into account legal comparison and issues of internationalization.
Attending students will be guided and directed, integrating theoretical knowledge
with practical training in judicial institutions, professional organizations, business
management and administration.
2) ROMAN LAW, CIVIL LAW AND COMPARATIVE LAW
The path aims at providing knowledge and understanding of the role: 1) of: Roman
Law in the contemporary legal systems (Europe, Latin America and Asia); 2) of:
Islamic Law in the contemporary legal systems.
The Didactic Plan is divided into various different kinds of iniziatives such as
lectures, seminars, meetings, discussion of researches. The activity is relating to
themes that link the substantive law to the legal protection techniques, issues related
to intellectual property, company law and insolvency procedures, contracts and
consumer protection, property guarantees, European Union and internationalizations
legal issues.
The Plan is also particularly sensitive to the legal news.
As many initiatives are organized shortly after the news, it is not possible to have in
advance annually the whole framework of them, but these could be found in the
communications and documentation given before their organization, and sometimes
these are converging into editorial initiatives with essays published collectively or in
Legal Reviews.

For the Lectures see the link: https://dirittoetutela.uniroma2.it/didattica/
The Ph. D. Program pursues the largest dissemination of the results obtained through
the research undertook within its context by promoting their publication in scientific
journals and by promoting their publication as monographs. Furthermore, the results
are shared with the scientific community and institutions through international
seminars, conferences etc. specifically promoted by the Ph. D Program organisers

